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141. On Sobolev.Friedrichs’ Generalisation of Derivatives

By Takashi KASUGA
(Comm, by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., Dec. 12, 1957)

We consider a fixed domain (open set) G in Rn(x, ..., Xn) and in
this note a function means always a complex valued measurable func-
tion defined on G and s is always a fixed non-negative integer. We
identify two functions which coincide except on a null set. We use
the following notations and definitions:
t: the void set.
T: the set of finite sequences (i, i.,..., i) of integers such that
1i, i.,..., in Ops. The only sequence (i,..., i) for p--O
is the void set 0 by definition.
D: the differentiation with respect to the variable x.

D(q,,...,.=Dq.D,...D (p.> 1).
Do-’I (the identity operator).

(f, g)-ff. Ydx...dx for two functions f, g if f. y is (Lebesgue)
A

integrable on a measurable subset A of G.

We write (f, ), ii f ii for (f, ii f it respectively.
H: the set of functions such that
g" the set of functions such that ilfii< / for every eompaet set
A contained in G.
6’," the set of funetions having continuous partial derivatives up to
order on G.
C,: the set of functions infinitely eontinuously differeniable on G.

Purther following the authors above cited, we state some defini-
tions and some propositions related to them for .whose proofs we refer
to K. 0. Friedriehs [1, 9, Sobolev [-6, L. Nirenberg -g}. If for a
funetion U on G there are a set of functions U,..., s
and a sequenee of functions f s6’, (m= 1, 2,...) sueh that U--U and

IID(,...,,)f-U(,...,)ii.-0 (m-->) for every compact set A con-
tained in G and for every (i,..., i)e T, then U is said strongly
differentiable up to order s on G and U(,...,) are said strong deriva-
tives of U of order p. We denote the set of functions strongly dif-
ferentiable up to order s on G by

The strong derivative U(,...,,) of Ue(C) is uniquely determined
for each (i,..., i) e T.

C59, and the strong derivative U(,...,)of UeC is equal to
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D(,...,) U for each (i,- ., i,) e T.
Hence we write D(,...,)U for strong derivatives U(,...,,) of any

Ue.
For U, V e and a measurable subset A of G, we define (U, V)

by
( U, V) , (D(,...,) U, D(,...,)V)

(il, "",ip)Ts

if (D,,...,)U, D(q,...,, V) have meanings for all (i,..., i) e T and
we define iUi[ by

[[ el[#-{ ([[D(,,...,,pVl{-)]/
(il,... ,ip)T

We write (U, V),, iiUiI for (U, Y), iiVti respectively.
We denote the set of functions U such that Us (C) and tl Uil

by E. E with the inner product (U, V) becomes a Hilbert space.
In the following, E is always endowed with this structure.
EC is the set of functions UeC with D(q,...,)UeH for all

(il,’", ip)e Ta. We denote the closure in Es of EsC, by Ha. Ha is
a closed linear submanifold of E.

L. Nirenberg ’ proved E--H for any bounded domain D with
sufficiently smooth boundary.

In this note, we shall prove E=H without any restriction on
the domain D, following an idea of M. S. Narasimhan in another
problem.). The closure in G of the set of points where a continuous
function on G does not vanish is said carrier of the function.

We define:

C: the set of functions C whose carriers are compact.

CECH..
H: the closure of C in E.
H is a closed linear submanifold of E and HHs.

(H)+/-: the orthogonal complement of H in E.
We define differential operator As by

As- (--A)p where A-- , D.
p=0 -=-1

A is a formally self-adjoint linear elliptic differential operator
of order 2s with constant coefficients.

Lemma 1. If Ue(C), and qC, then
(U, o), =( U, A,p).

Proof. Let compact A ( G) be the carrier of p. Since
there is a sequence of functions f e C, (m= 1, 2,...) such that

ilV-f]]-->0 (m-). (1)
1) Cf. L. Nirenberg [5].
2) Cf. M. S. Narasimhan [4].
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For f e C, we get easily by partial integrations

(f, (p)2-(f, cp)- , (D( ...,)f, D(
(t1’ "’tp)TS

(f, (--1)D,...,))-(f, (--),)-(f, A)-(A., A,)
(1,’" ,ip)TS p=O

since e C and the compact A is the carrier of .
Letting m on both sides of the above equation, we get by (1)

e)f Ae)
since ilU], llU], ]l i, {]A l< +.
Hence

), )2= ( A,)a U,
since A is the carrier of . Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. Us (H,) if and only if UeE,C(H) and A,U=O.
Proof. By the definitions of H, and (H,), Us (H) if and only

if Ue E, and

()-0 for all eC.
Hence by Lemma 1, Us (H,) if and only if

i) UsE,
and

ii) Ue and (A,)-0 for all eC.
The condition ii) means that U(e ) is a weak solution on G of

the partial differential equation A,U=O, since A, is a formally self-
adjoint linear differential operator. But A, is a linear elliptic dif-
ferential operator with constant coefficients. Hence by the results of
L. Schwartz and others,a) condition ii) is equivalent to: UeC and

U is a solution of A,U-O in the ordinary sense. Therefore Ue(H,)
if and only if Ue E,C and A, U=0. Q.E.D.

Remark 1. If Ue(H,), U is even an analytic function on G,
that is, a function whose real part and imaginary part are real
analytic on each connected component of G, since A, is a linear elliptic
differential operator with constant coefficients.

Theorem.

for any domain G (R) and any non-negative integer s.
Proof.

H, CH,E,.
Also by Lemma 2, (H,)ZH,.
But E,--(H,)Z@H, ( means direct sum). Hence E,--H,.

Q.E.D.
3) cf. L. Schwrtz [7], L. Grding [3], L. Nirenberg [5].
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Remark 2. A function e C can be approximated in the sense of
norm ii !i by linear combinations of functions of the form

H,(x) exp (--x/2)

where H(x) (m--0, 1,...) are Hermite polynomials.) From this and
Remark 1, it follows that the set of functions (e E)analytic on G in
the sense as in Remark 1, is dense in E.

Remark 3. By a reasoning similar to one in Remark 2, using the
result of M. S. Narasimhan 4, we can prove that the weak exten-
sion D in L(G) of a linear elliptic differential operation D with
analytic coefficients bounded on G, is the closure of its restriction
which operates on analytic functions on G belonging to the domain
of definition of D.
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